
ultimate all-rounder

Spacious, comfortable multi-
purpose sit-in sailboat 

Comfortable capacity for up to 
four adults 

Asymmetric gennaker rig and 
optional single trapeze 

Outstanding versatility. Ideal for 
teaching, learning, club racing. 
 
 
 

Smooth, well mannered and 
controllable ride 

Stable, forgiving and easy to 
handle 

World Sailing ‘Learn to Sail’ 
Training programme boat 

As used at the Endeavour Trophy 
& Mount Haes Trophy

topaz argo 

LIFTING 
RUDDER 

Safe & Simple 
System 

topaz

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
Beginner. Novice. Intermediate. Club Racer. Advanced.

FURLING 
JIB

CENTREBOARD 
Hassle-free launch 
and recovery plus 

extra cockpit space 
 

HULL 
SPECIFICATION 
Hull weight: 110kg 

Length: 4.40m 
Beam: 1.85m

CREW
1-4

One adult 
Four adults

TRILAM 
CONSTRUCTION

Ultra tough & low 
maintenance hull. 

SINGLE LINE 
REEFING MAINSAIL 

TRAPEZE
Option



topaz

TOPPER INTERNATIONAL LTD
Kingsnorth Technology Park

Wotton Road
Ashford

Kent TN23 6LN
United Kingdom

T: +44(0) 01233 629186
E: info@toppersailboats.com

Test sails available on request

topaz Argo

 » Length: 4.40m
 » Beam: 1.85m
 » Crew: 1-4
 » Hull Weight: 110kg
 » Construction: Topaz TRILAM
 » Level: Novice - Advanced

 » Sail Area ex Genni: 11.42m2
 » Main: 8.12m2
 » Jib: 3.30m2
 » Gennaker: 10.60m2 
 » PY: 1095

The ARGO is our most popular sailboat. If you are looking 
for the perfect combination of a two person club racer and 
a manageable family dinghy then look no further. The Argo 
delivers everything you could ever want from a sailboat of 
this size. 
 
The Argo can be sailed singlehanded, raced by two and also 
has comfortable capacity for up to a four adult crew. 
The performance, power and responsive handling will 
impress experienced sailors; the stability and forgiveness will 
grow the confidence of less experienced sailors; while the 
load capacity and versatility will attract sailing schools and 
families. 
 
As soon as you step aboard you will notice how stable the 
ARGO is. The ARGO has a dynamic, yet forgiving ultra-stable 
hull shape and an easily controllable rig that is ideal for a 
wide range of sailing skills. All-in-all the ARGO is fast and 
exciting but also easily controllable and well mannered.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The ARGO has a contoured side deck to provide a really 
comfortable sit-in feel. A high freeboard, deep spacious 
cockpit and high boom, plus unrivalled stability and a smooth 
ride mean that the ARGO has a wonderfully reassuring, safe 
and secure feel. There is comfortable capacity for up to a four 
adult crew, either for instruction or to load up with friends and 
equipment for a group day out.

The single line mainsail reefing system and furling jib mean 
that the ARGO can easily be depowered on the water 
dependant on crew and conditions. 

Topper's unrivalled TRILAM construction means the boat will 
stand up to all the stresses of family use, training and racing 
and is virtually maintenance free.

The ARGO has safety features such as a mast head float 
righting lines and grabrails all fitted as standard. An epoxy 
centreboard and rudder and the highest specification 
equipment also come as standard.
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dinghy range


